Maintenance of Motility Bias during Cyanobacterial Phototaxis
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ABSTRACT  Signal transduction in bacteria is complex, ranging across scales from molecular signal detectors and effectors to cellular and community responses to stimuli. The unicellular, photosynthetic cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 transduces a light stimulus into directional movement known as phototaxis. This response occurs via a biased random walk toward or away from a directional light source, which is sensed by intracellular photoreceptors and mediated by Type IV pili. It is unknown how quickly cells can respond to changes in the presence or directionality of light, or how photoreceptors affect single-cell motility behavior. In this study, we use time-lapse microscopy coupled with quantitative single-cell tracking to investigate the timescale of the cellular response to various light conditions and to characterize the contribution of the photoreceptor TaxD1 (PixJ1) to phototaxis. We first demonstrate that a community of cells exhibits both spatial and population heterogeneity in its phototactic response. We then show that individual cells respond within minutes to changes in light conditions, and that movement directionality is conferred only by the current light directionality, rather than by a long-term memory of previous conditions. Our measurements indicate that motility bias likely results from the polarization of pilus activity, yielding variable levels of movement in different directions. Experiments with a photoreceptor (taxD1) mutant suggest a supplementary role of TaxD1 in enhancing movement directionality, in addition to its previously identified role in promoting positive phototaxis. Motivated by the behavior of the taxD1 mutant, we demonstrate using a reaction-diffusion model that diffusion anisotropy is sufficient to produce the observed changes in the pattern of collective motility. Taken together, our results establish that single-cell tracking can be used to determine the factors that affect motility bias, which can then be coupled with biophysical simulations to connect changes in motility behaviors at the cellular scale with group dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

The movement of cells toward a favorable environment results from a complex regulatory network of many components that are responsible for detecting input signals and transducing them into a motility response (1–3). Motility in response to light has been extensively studied in the freshwater, coccoid photoautotrophic cyanobacterium, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (hereafter Synechocystis) (4–6). Synechocystis exhibits biased random walk behavior during positive phototaxis toward a light source (1,7,8) or negative phototaxis away from ultraviolet radiation that can damage DNA and other cellular components (1,8,9). On a soft, moist agarose surface cells typically exhibit positive phototaxis that yields group behavior such that subcommunities resembling finger-like projections emerge from an initially homogeneous population (10,11). This surface-dependent phototaxis is mediated by Type IV pili (12–14). In addition, several components of the signal transduction pathway including photoreceptors have been identified using mutant screens and biochemical analyses (5,15–19). It has been suggested that cells sense light direction rather than flux (7), but we have limited understanding of how this information is sensed and transduced to Type IV pili to cause directional motility. Biased movement can be generated by asymmetric localization and/or activity of the pili, as has been observed in the rod-shaped bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa during chemotaxis (20–22). Such mechanisms can be explored using single-cell imaging under conditions in which the presence of light is rapidly altered, and through quantification of movement features such as speed, orientation, and bias.

Several photoreceptors have been identified to play a role in phototaxis; they absorb light at specific wavelengths of the visible and ultraviolet spectrum (5,17,18,23–27) that have an overlap to a large extent with the absorption spectrum of pigmented proteins in the photosynthetic apparatus (28). Some of the photoreceptors also have overlapping absorption spectra such that they absorb at approximately the same wavelengths as each other (e.g., TaxD1 and PixD at 435 nm, and TaxD1 and UirS at 535 nm) (18,24,25). Previous studies of the behavior of mutants have established the role of each photoreceptor in either positive or negative phototaxis (7,8,18,29,30). The first photoreceptor identified to play a role in phototaxis was TaxD1, a cyanobacteriochrome that exists in two photo-reversible states, a blue light-absorbing form and a green light-absorbing form (24,31). taxD1 mutants lose positive phototaxis and exhibit negative phototaxis instead (5,8).
Collective behavior requires some form of communication between cells, such as the chemical signaling that takes place during bacterial quorum sensing (32). Secreted extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) have been demonstrated to enhance surface-dependent social motility in the soil-dwelling bacterium *Myxococcus xanthus* and in the pathogen *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* (33,34). Although the role of chemical signals and EPS is less well established in *Synechocystis*, we have shown in previous work that if a finger-like projection was redirected into the trail of another finger by changing the direction of incident light, cells rapidly increased their speed (10,11). To assess the role of EPS in influencing community spatial structure, we developed a biophysical model and used simulations to demonstrate that the combination of a biased random walk with mobility-enhancing EPS secretion was sufficient to generate communities with similar spatial patterns and on similar time and length scales to our experimental data (11).

To determine how cells respond to changes in light, we employed time-lapse video microscopy to quantitatively analyze the response of single cells to input signals and to probe heterogeneities across the population. This method also permits analysis of key mutants in terms of changes in the motility of single cells, thereby expanding on previous studies that relied on qualitative characteristics of community behavior (8,12,13,18,23,25,29). Here, we demonstrate that heterogeneous behavior exists across spatial locations in the community; cells in finger-like projections displayed higher motility bias and a decreased fraction of nonmotile cells. When the incident light direction was changed, cells rapidly altered their motility bias within minutes to align with the change in light direction. Removal of light quickly resulted in the elimination of forward bias, indicating that cells do not maintain a long-term memory of previous light conditions. Tracking taxD1 photoreceptor mutant single cells revealed that they exhibited increased movement perpendicular to the light and a lower (negative) bias, indicating that TaxD1 both promotes positive phototaxis and enhances movement directionality. Finally, we provide further evidence that changes in single-cell motility can predictably alter community behavior through a combination of experimental observations and biophysical simulations, demonstrating that increased movement of taxD1 cells perpendicular to the light abolishes the formation of finger-like projections seen in wild-type communities.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains and growth conditions**

*Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 cells derived from an original single colony of phototaxis-positive cells were grown in BG-11 medium (35) at 30°C with continuous shaking at 100 rpm under overhead warm white fluorescent light (Super Saver Warm White F40WW/5S, 34 W, Osram Sylvania, Inc., Danvers, MA). The incident flux was 10 µmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹. All imaging experiments were performed using exponentially growing cells with optical density (OD) at 730 nm of 0.6 to 1.3 (25,000 to 55,000 cells/µL) as measured with an Ultrospec 3100 pro spectrophotometer (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ). The taxD1 strain was grown in the presence of spectinomycin at a final concentration of 25 µg/mL (4).

**Motility assays**

Motility assays were carried out on 0.4% (w/v) agarose in BG-11 in 50 mm plastic petri dishes (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ) at 30°C. One microliter of cells from an exponentially growing culture (OD₅₄₀ = 0.8) was placed in the center of a plate, and then the plate was inverted to minimize evaporation. A warm white LED (5 mm, 7000 mcd, 35° spread; Fig. 51 in the Supporting Material; Super Bright LEDs, St. Louis, MO) was used to illuminate each plate. To induce directed phototaxis, the LED was placed 50 mm from the center of the initial droplet (diameter of ~2.5 mm) at the level of the agarose. The incident light flux was ~20 µmol photons m⁻² s⁻¹, as measured with an LI-189 light meter (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).

**Time-lapse video microscopy**

Entire droplets of cells were imaged using a Canon 60D DSLR camera (Canon U.S.A., Inc., Melville, NY) attached to a Leica MZ12 stereoscope (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL). In the light manipulation experiments (see Figs. 3 and 4), cells were placed under directional light for at least 24 h, until finger-like projections formed. In the change-of-light-direction experiment (Fig. 3A), the plate was rotated 90° relative to the LED. In the light on/off experiment (Fig. 3B), the power supply to the LED was turned off or on, depending on the desired light condition. Time-lapse imaging at single-cell resolution was conducted at 20× magnification and 1 frame/s using a Coolsnap-Pro Monochrome camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) attached to a Nikon TE-300 inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments, Inc., Melville, NY). The temperature was maintained at 30°C in all time-lapse imaging experiments using an environmental chamber (HaisonTech, Taipei, Taiwan).

**Cell tracking and analysis**

Cell tracking was performed using custom MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) software to quantify the positions and velocities of individual cells over time. In each frame, individual cells were segmented using thresholding and a watershed transform, and the locations of their centers of mass were computed. To avoid artifacts because of inconsistent segmentation of cell doublets, centroids that were closer than 0.93 µm (four pixels) were removed from subsequent analyses, and the tracks of the associated cells were terminated. The track of each cell was identified using nearest-neighbor distance across frames. The step size taken over each 1-s interval between frames was defined as the Euclidean distance moved by the cell over that time. To avoid incorrect assignment of tracks at high cell density, step sizes > 1.1625 µm (five pixels) were ignored and the tracks were terminated. For calculations of motility characteristics, only cells that traversed a net Euclidean distance of > 2 µm over the 10 min interval were used. The step angle was calculated relative to the light axis by taking the inverse tangent of the ratio between the displacements along the perpendicular and parallel axes. Steps taken directly toward or away from the light were defined as 0° and 180°, respectively. The speed, velocity, and bias values of each cell were calculated over 100 s intervals, unless otherwise indicated. These parameters were measured separately along each axis (parallel and perpendicular to the light), and included the times during those intervals when cells appeared stationary (for < 10 min). Speed and velocity were calculated by dividing the total path length of displacement by the length of the time interval of measurement (Fig. 1D). Bias was calculated by dividing the resultant displacement by the total path length. The statistical significance of differences in the means was determined using Student’s t-test.
RESULTS

Single-cell time-lapse video microscopy reveals heterogeneity in phototactic behavior across a community

We used a standard phototaxis assay (7,10,17) in which a small volume (1 μL) of exponentially growing *Synechocystis* cells was spotted onto a low-concentration (0.4%) agarose plate, and then placed in the path of a directional, warm-white light-emitting diode (LED). Typically, within ~24 h, the cells formed long (mm-scale) finger-like projections that moved in an approximately straight path toward the light source (Fig. 1 A). These projections had a high cell density at the tip. To determine the statistics of the motion of the cells within such a community, we used time-lapse microscopy and automated image analysis to track the movements of a large collection of single cells over a 10 min period at 1 s intervals. As previously reported (7,8,10), cells engaged in random walks with a bias toward the light source (Fig. 1 B). Single-cell tracking after 24 h revealed three patterns of behavior: 1) persistent motion over short timescales (~10 s), 2) cells often changed their movement direction during the 10 min imaging interval, and 3) a fraction of the cells remained approximately stationary (defined as traversing < 2 μm net Euclidean distance over the 10 min interval). We consistently observed that the motile fraction varied spatially across the spot, with very few motile cells in the back of the drop as compared with the front (Fig. 2, A and B).

To further characterize the cellular trajectories, we quantified the distance traversed by each nonstationary cell and its angle relative to the light source over each 1 s interval (Fig. 1 D). The distribution of step sizes ranged from 0 to ~1.2 μm and initially decayed approximately linearly, with a shift in the slope at ~0.2 μm (Fig. 2 C). Previous studies of Type IV pilus retraction in *P. aeruginosa* indicated a retraction speed of ~0.5 μm/s (20), suggesting that this shift might be produced by partial pilus retractions over the 1 s intervals. When we plotted the sizes and angles of steps that followed those taken between 0.2 and 0.6 μm (Fig. S2), we detected a strong relationship between successive steps such that the subsequent step was taken at approximately the same angle as the preceding step (Fig. S2 A). This result is consistent with a progression of pilus retraction events, although there was little correlation in the sizes of subsequent steps (Fig. S2 B). This suggests that the degree of pilus retraction is more likely to be a random process, which is also consistent with the lack of a peak in the step size distribution (Fig. 2 C).

To determine the motility bias of the cells, we computed the ratio of the displacement and the total path length in the direction of the light during subintervals ranging from 10 to 300 s (Figs. 1 C and S3). We defined our axes such that overall movement toward the light source translates to positive displacement. Because of the stochastic nature of the motion and the broad distribution of step sizes, we found that over shorter subintervals, the fraction of cells with small bias was lower and cells exhibited more processive motion in both directions (see Methods and Fig. S3, A and B). We determined that consistent definitions of bias statistics required long measurement intervals (~100 s subintervals, Fig. S3 A) and high data acquisition frequency (Fig. S3 C).

Given the heterogeneity in bias within a single field of view, we examined cells in different spatial locations to...
see if they exhibited different motility characteristics. We measured the number and fraction of motile cells within various regions of the fingered community at least 24 h after initial inoculation (Figs. 1A and 2A and B). For multiple independent inoculations (n = 4), very few (<10) cells were motile in the back region, and hence we omitted this region from further analysis. We noted that the lack of motility in cells at the back of the drop persisted for days, as evidenced by the inability of these cells to move toward a rotated light source (Fig. S4 H). The heterogeneity in the motility characteristics was not merely because of differences in light flux; the flux of light incident on the different regions of the droplet was 18 μmol photons m⁻²s⁻¹ in the back region and 26 μmol photons m⁻²s⁻¹ at the fingertip region, a range over which drops placed at different intensities did not exhibit substantial variation in average bias (Fig. S4, A and B). The fractions of motile cells within the midfinger and fingertip (~35% each) were significantly higher (p < 2 × 10⁻⁵) than in the center and front (~5%) (Fig. 2B). We measured the distribution of bias values in the four regions and found that cells in the center and front had significantly lower bias than cells within the fingers (Fig. 2D and E). The distribution of positive bias values shifted upward in the regions with increased mean bias (Fig. 2, D and E), indicating that an increased fraction of cells moved more progressively during the 100 s subintervals. These bias increases
were also reflected in a higher frequency of steps taken toward the light (Fig. 2 Gi–iv). As expected of a phototactic response, the average motility bias perpendicular to the light source was approximately zero in all regions of the drop, where we define positive perpendicular bias as net motion toward the direction 90° clockwise from the incident light direction (Fig. 2 D). The average speed parallel to the light axis (Fig. 1 D), however, was approximately similar across the regions (Fig. 2 F). Thus, cells exhibit distinct motility behaviors across the community, with greater processivity displayed by cells that have moved out of the original inoculation.

**Cells respond quickly to changes in light directionality and flux**

Given that cells within the finger regions displayed higher motility bias than cells in the center or front regions, we reasoned that surface characteristics, such as EPS laid down by the cells, might confer information about the directionality of the light. To test this hypothesis, we carried out two types of experiments in which the incident light was perturbed. First, we rotated the plate relative to the light source so that the incidence direction shifted by 90° (light was incident along the x axis instead of the y axis) (Fig. 3 Ai). We imaged the same group of cells in the midfinger, where cells are well separated, easy to track, and not subject to spatial constraints as in the fingertip, for 20 min before and after the plate rotation. Because the light shift can be carried out rapidly, we were able to track cells soon (< 30 s) after the change. We observed that the cells reoriented their movement toward the new light direction within 100 s. This reorientation manifested as a sharp decrease in motility bias along the y axis to zero and as a corresponding sharp increase in the bias along the x axis (Fig. 3 Aii). Within < 5 min, the collection of cells reached mean values (Fig. 3 Aii) and distributions of the bias (Fig. 3 Aiii) in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the light source that were similar to those measured before the rotation. The bias in the x direction then decreased slightly over the next 15 min, coincident with cells clustering at the edge of the finger. The ability of the cells to rapidly reorient their motility indicates that the light direction is the major determinant of motility behavior and other factors do not appear to confer any long-term memory of light directionality.

In a complementary approach, we examined the behavior of cells placed in incident light, then subjected to 20 min of darkness, and restoration of incident light afterward (Fig. 3 B). Similar to the directionality-change experiment (Fig. 3 A), cells responded rapidly to the removal and restoration of light, reaching a stable mean value and distribution of the bias in < 5 min (Fig. 3 Bii). The cells did not display any noticeable persistence in movement toward the original light direction once the stimulus was removed, and they lost their positive mean bias along the x axis within 120 s (Fig. 3 Bii). The bias in this direction decreased reproducibly to a slightly negative value (Fig. 3 Biii). We attribute this to the slight loss of cohesion experienced by the cells in the cell-dense fingertip as the bias decreased in the dark, resulting in cells at the interface between the midfinger and fingertip moving back into the midfinger (Fig. 3 Biv). Consequently, these cells occupied space and therefore negatively displaced the cells that were being tracked in the midfinger region. Perpendicular bias along the y axis remained essentially zero throughout the experiment (Fig. 3 Biii). Upon restoration of the light source, the mean bias (Fig. 3 Biii) and bias distribution (Fig. 3 Biii) along the y axis rapidly returned to the value before the light was turned off.

In each of the three light conditions, we measured cell speed (path length/time) and velocity (displacement/time) (Fig. 1 D) to determine whether light increased motility in addition to introducing a bias. As expected, the velocity was approximately zero in the direction perpendicular to the light in all cases, and the velocity in the direction of the light was zero in the dark and attained a similar positive value in both light-on conditions (Fig. 4, A and B). Interestingly, the average speed was unaffected by the removal of the light (Fig. 4 B), indicating that removing the light mainly affected the bias. This observation was consistent with our observation that the step-size distributions differed negligibly across light conditions (Fig. 3, A and Biv), indicating that cells exhibited similar movements in the light and in the dark. Upon restoration of the light, there was a small but significant increase (p < 5 × 10⁻³) in speed along both the x and y axes relative to the previous light on period. The speed was generally the same in both the x and y directions (Fig. 4 B), indicating that positive bias was achieved by biasing the step angle (Fig. 4 C) rather than step size (Fig. 3, A and Biv), which did not change according to light condition. The step-angle distributions (Fig. 4 C) indicated that phototaxis involves an increase/decrease in the fraction of movement toward/away from the light, while maintaining the same fraction of movement in the perpendicular direction as in the dark. Taken together, our single-cell trajectory analysis suggests that the biased random walk in phototaxis is the result of a redistribution of steps toward the light source rather than an overall increase in the frequency or size of steps.

**The photoreceptor TaxD1 promotes positive phototaxis by inhibiting sideways motion**

Cells in which the gene encoding the photoreceptor TaxD1 has been inactivated have been shown to lose positive phototaxis and exhibit negative phototaxis (8,15). We observed that taxD1 communities moving away from the light source formed a single, wide front with a thick, cell-dense fingertip (Fig. 5, A and B). This morphology contrasted with the well-separated fingers observed in wild-type populations (Fig. 1
FIGURE 3 Cells rapidly reorient and respond to new light conditions, with no detectable memory of light or movement directionality. t = 0 min denotes the time of the first change in light condition. (A) The direction of light incidence on an inoculation of cells was rotated by 90°, from the y axis to the x axis. (i) Phase-contrast images of cells within the midfinger, before and after the rotation. (ii) After the direction change (dotted line), the cells reequilibrated their movement biases along the directions parallel and perpendicular to the light to their prechange values within minutes. (iii) The distribution of bias values also reequilibrated rapidly. (iv) Step-size distributions were similar pre- and post-light change. (B) Cells were imaged for 20 min with incident light (“On 1”), after which the light source was switched off for 20 min (“Off”), and then switched back on for 20 min (“On 2”). (i) Phase-contrast images of a fingertip at the start of imaging and at the end of the “Off” and “On 2” intervals. (ii) The motility bias parallel to the light quickly dropped to a slightly negative value once the light was turned off, and then reestablished its original value on restoration of incident light with minutes. (iii) The distributions of bias values along each axis were the same before and after the “Off” condition, whereas the distribution in the perpendicular direction was similar to the parallel direction in the “Off” condition. Distributions were computed from every 100 s interval over 20 min of imaging. (iv) Step-size distributions were similar with the light on and off. Distributions were compiled using n = 4 independent inoculations.

taxD1 cells took a lower fraction of steps away from the light (step angle ~180°) than the wild-type cells did toward the light (step angle ~0°) (Fig. 5 D), resulting in a lower motility bias in taxD1 cells in the midfinger region (p < 0.0001) compared with wild-type cells (Fig. 5 E). The speed of taxD1 cells along the light direction remained similar to that of wild-type cells (Fig. 5 E), although there was a significant increase in the speed along the direction perpendicular to incident light in the midfinger region (p < 0.01) (Fig. 5 F). On the other hand, the speed of taxD1 cells along the light direction was lower in the center (p < 0.02) and front (p < 0.02) regions but similar along the perpendicular direction. Therefore, we conclude that TaxD1 is responsible

A) and was independent of initial inoculation cell densities (Fig. S5), suggesting a general difference in the motility behavior of taxD1 cells relative to that of wild-type. To determine whether changes in single-cell behavior could account for these different community morphologies, we tracked the motion of single taxD1 cells in the front region, directly behind the finger, in the presence of directional light. Although taxD1 cells exhibited biased random walks qualitatively similar to wild-type cells, there appeared to be a pronounced increase in motion perpendicular to the light source (Fig. 5 C); taxD1 cells took steps in the direction perpendicular to the light approximately as often as they stepped away from the light (Fig. 5 D).
for both promoting movement toward the light and suppressing sideways movement.

To determine whether the increased sideways movement of taxDI cells is sufficient to explain the change from a fingered community to a single front, we modified our previous reaction-diffusion model (11) to include an anisotropic diffusion tensor:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\lambda} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( M \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( M \frac{\partial C}{\partial y} \right) + \lambda \beta \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (MC),$$  (1)

where the light is incident along the y axis, C is the cellular concentration field, S is the EPS concentration field, \(M = 1 - e^{-x} \) is the mobility, \(\beta\) is the light-induced bias, and \(\lambda\) is the anisotropy in diffusion; \(\lambda = 1\) corresponds to our previous model (11), whereas \(\lambda < 1\) and \(\lambda > 1\) correspond to more rapid diffusion in the x and y directions, respectively. Simulations based on this modified model showed a relatively sharp transition from a community with many finger-like projections for \(\lambda = 1\) (Fig. 6A) to one with a single front for \(\lambda = 0.5\) (Fig. 6B), similar to our experimental observations (Fig. 5A). Overall progression of the front slowed with smaller values of \(\lambda\) (Fig. 6B), suggesting that sideways movement has a negative impact on collective motility. Thus, the observed changes in single-cell movements are sufficient to switch the community architecture from finger-like patterns (Fig. 1A) to a single front (Fig. 5A).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we used quantitative analysis of single-cell trajectories to characterize phototactic motility, which helped reveal links between single-cell behavior and community organization. To our knowledge, this is the first study to consider the effects of movement noise on quantitative motility characteristics, providing an important benchmark for future studies involving single-cell tracking. Our measurements of speed and bias also illustrate the importance of using a rapid acquisition frequency and a long imaging interval (Fig. S3). Although all moving cells in the monitored communities engaged in biased random walks (Fig. 1), our data revealed spatial heterogeneities in motility bias (Fig. 2). Moreover, each region of the community contained both motile and nonmotile cells, with the fraction of nonmotile cells being greatest at the back of the drop (Figs. 2, A and B, and S4). Taken together, our data suggest that motile cells from the initial inoculation move toward the light and aggregate at the front until enough EPS accumulates to allow for the formation of fingered projections. Conversely, a fraction of cells remain at the back of the drop, and appear to be nonmotile over several days, as demonstrated in experiments in which we rotated the light source by 90° (Fig. S4H). However, it remains unclear whether the lack of motility in this subpopulation is attributable to heterogeneities in pilus abundance (4,12–14,22), cyclic AMP levels (19,22,36,37), the extracellular environment (11,33,34,38,39), or other factors.

*Synechocystis* cells responded rapidly (within minutes) to changes in light conditions by adjusting the distribution of step angles, with little to no memory about previous light conditions (Fig. 3). Moreover, our observation that cells in the fingers did not move with a bias when the light was turned off (Figs. 3B and 4C) indicates that the extracellular environment does not provide any memory of past movement or light directionality. These results support our
previous modeling of phototaxis as a simple random walk with an instantaneous light bias (11). Furthermore, the speed of movement was unaltered by the presence of light (Fig. 4b). These data suggest that the extent of pilus retraction across the cell surface is conserved in all conditions; motility bias likely results from the polarization of pilus activity with an increase in the force and/or frequency of pilus retraction on the side of the cell facing the light, and vice versa on the side facing away from the light (Fig. 7). In Neisseria gonorrhoeae, a tug-of-war mechanism with Type IV pili has been proposed to drive persistent motility (40); in Synechocystis, our data indicate that motility persistence lasts no more than a few minutes during changes in light incidence. This may allow cells in an unpredictable, fluctuating natural light environment to rapidly respond to changes in light flux and direction, so as to move into an optimal location for photosynthesis (6).

Dissection of the complex integration of signals from the multiple photoreceptors in Synechocystis requires the elucidation of wild-type and mutant phenotypes that encompass multiple behaviors. Our single-cell tracking data complements an earlier study in which single cells on a glass slide move away from the light on average, albeit with lower displacements than what wild-type cells exhibit toward light of the same flux (8). Our results also indicate that taxD1 cells exhibited increased sideways movement, suggesting that TaxD1 reinforces directional movement by reducing the fraction of steps taken perpendicular to the light source. Importantly, this sideways
movement manifested in differences at the community scale, with a single, wide front and small sideways protrusions (Figs. 5 A and S5). The consistency between our computational predictions for taxD1 cells and our experimental observations (Fig. 6) provide further support for our previously studied minimal phototaxis model (11). Further single-cell studies of other mutants and in various light conditions should help to clarify the roles of each photoreceptor and the classes of single-cell and community behaviors.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results illustrate the utility of quantitative, single-cell measurements for characterizing complex behavior. In the case of phototaxis, simple manipulations of the light conditions or genetic perturbations can be used to determine the factors regulating motility bias and speed. Our observations of both spatial and population heterogeneity should provide useful constraints for refining models of phototaxis (10,41,42) with the aim of capturing and predicting single-cell dynamics. In addition, interpretations of phototactic behavior at the community scale are greatly enhanced by single-cell phenotypes; for example, the negative phototaxis phenotype of taxD1 populations belies more subtle alterations at the single-cell level. Although we speculate that it is the activity rather than the localization of the pilus motors that is altered in response to changing light conditions, further studies that explicitly measure the intracellular localization patterns of the photoreceptors and pili (14,21,43) will yield information about the mechanisms by which cells adapt to light stimuli. The application of a combination of genetic, imaging, and computational analysis tools to phototaxis provides a general paradigm for dissecting regulatory networks that effect robust responses from input signals.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Five figures are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(15)00188-5.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Spectrum for the warm-white LED used in our experiments.
Supplementary Figure 2: Maintenance of step angles in consecutive steps indicates progressive pilus retraction. (A,B) Size and angle of steps following steps of length 0.2-0.6 μm indicates (A) a high degree of correlation in the direction of movement (correlation coefficient = 0.21, $p < 10^{-15}$), but (B) little correlation in the sizes of successive steps. Data were taken from the midfinger region experiencing the light-off condition in the experiment described in Fig. 3B. In (B), the data are indicated as open circles, with the mean ± standard deviation shown as a line plot.
Supplementary Figure 3: Long measurement intervals and high data acquisition frequencies are required to accurately measure motility bias. In each case, we plot the distribution of the motility bias values of cells at the front of an inoculation of wild-type cells, averaged over all measurements obtained from a 600-s movie with frames taken every second. (A) The distribution of bias values for windows ≥100 s. (B) Shorter windows for measuring bias resulted in increased fractions of cells moving processively (with bias close to 1). (C) Data acquisition frequencies <1 frame/s (achieved by ignoring frames from the same movie) resulted in increased fractions of cells with bias close to 1. The average bias for each curve is plotted in the insets in (B) and (C).
Supplementary Figure 4: Cells at the back of the drop are persistently stationary.
(A,B) Over time, the motility bias and speed of cells in the front region of the inoculation were not strongly affected by the intensity of incident light. (C-F) Cells in an inoculation were imaged at $t = 0$, 4, 6, and 24 h after inoculation, at the back, center, and front regions. Cells were imaged in the dark at $t = 0$ as a control and plotted across time as a reference line. (C) Number of motile cells. (D) Fraction of cells that were classified as motile. (E) Motility bias over time. (F) Speed perpendicular to the light direction. The motility bias differed between the back, center, and front regions, but speed increased over time in all regions. However, the number of motile cells remained the same in the back, while the fraction of motile cells decreased over time due to increased cell numbers from division. Therefore, the increase in motile cell fraction in the center and front cannot be attributed entirely to EPS accumulation. As motile cells moved out of the back of the drop, non-motile cells were left behind. (G) Overlay of two time-lapse images, 10 min apart, of cells in the back region. Cells that have moved over the 10 min are highlighted, with their original position in green and the final position in magenta. Cells that did not move remain in gray-scale. Very few cells were motile in this region. Scale bar = 20 µm. (H) Demonstration that the cells in the back region were mostly non-motile, by observing the long-term effects of rotating the light source 90° relative to the drop. (i) An inoculation was subject to rotation of the light source 90° relative to the original incident direction. (ii) Ninety-six hours later, new fingers extended from most regions of the original inoculation and existent fingers, except for the back of the drop. Scale bar = 1 mm.
Supplementary Figure 5: *taxD1* cells form a single, wide front across a wide range of initial cell densities. Time-lapse of *taxD1* cells deposited on an agarose surface with increasing initial cell densities. Light was incident from the top of the figure. Cell density was quantified by optical density (OD) at 730 nm. The lack of well-separated, finger-like projections contrasted those observed in communities of wild-type cells (Fig. 1A). Scale bar = 1 mm.